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Abstract A search is presented for narrow diboson reso-
nances decaying to WW or W Z in the final state where one
W boson decays leptonically (to an electron or a muon plus
a neutrino) and the other W/Z boson decays hadronically.
The analysis is performed using an integrated luminosity of
20.3 fb−1 of pp collisions at
√
s = 8 TeV collected by the
ATLAS detector at the large hadron collider. No evidence
for resonant diboson production is observed, and resonance
masses below 700 and 1490 GeV are excluded at 95 % con-
fidence level for the spin-2 Randall–Sundrum bulk graviton
G∗ with coupling constant of 1.0 and the extended gauge
model W  boson respectively.
1 Introduction
Several new physics scenarios beyond the standard model
(SM), such as technicolour [1–3], warped extra dimen-
sions [4–6], and grand unified theories [7], predict new
particles that predominantly decay to a pair of on-shell
gauge bosons. In this paper, a search for such particles
in the form of WW/W Z resonances where one W boson
decays leptonically (W → ν with  = e, μ) and the
other W/Z boson decays hadronically (W/Z → qq¯ /qq¯ ,
with q, q  = u, c, d, s or b) is presented. This search makes
use of jet-substructure techniques for highly boosted W/Z
bosons decaying hadronically and is optimized to signifi-
cantly improve the sensitivity to high mass resonances com-
pared to previous searches.
Two benchmark signal models are used to optimize the
analysis strategy and interpret the search results. A spin-2
Kaluza–Klein (KK) graviton (G∗) is used to model a nar-
row resonance decaying to a WW final state. The KK gravi-
ton interpretation is based on an extended Randall–Sundrum
model of a warped extra dimension (RS1) [8] where the
SM fields can propagate into the bulk of the extra dimen-
sion. This extended “bulk” RS model, referred to as bulk
 e-mail: atlas.publications@cern.ch
RS hereafter, avoids constraints on the original RS1 model
from limits on flavour-changing neutral currents and elec-
troweak precision tests, and has a dimensionless coupling
constant k/M¯Pl ∼ 1, where k is the curvature of the warped
extra dimension and M¯Pl = MPl/
√
8π is the reduced Planck
mass. A spin-1 gauge boson (W ) of the sequential standard
model with modified coupling to W Z , also referred to as the
extended gauge model (EGM) [7], is used to model a narrow
resonance that decays to a W Z final state. The EGM intro-
duces W  and Z  bosons with SM couplings to fermions and
with the coupling strength of the heavy W  to W Z modi-
fied by a mixing factor ξ = c × (mW /mW )2 relative to the
SM couplings, where mW and mW  are the pole masses of
the W and W  bosons respectively, and c is a coupling scal-
ing factor. In this scenario the partial width of the W  boson
scales linearly with mW  , leading to a narrow resonance over
the accessible mass range. The width of the W  resonance at
1 TeV is approximately 35 GeV.
Searches for these particles in several decay channels have
been performed at the Tevatron and the large hadron collider
(LHC) and are reported elsewhere [9–13]. Previous results
from the ATLAS experiment in the qq¯ channel excluded
EGM W  bosons with masses up to 1.59 TeV for W Z final
states and RS1 gravitons with k/M¯Pl = 1 and masses up to
740 GeV for Z Z final states [13]. The CMS experiment set
limits on the production cross sections of bulk RS gravitons as
well as excluded RS1 gravitons with k/M¯Pl = 0.1 for masses
up to 1.2 TeV and W  bosons for masses up to 1.7 TeV [9].
This analysis is based on pp collision data at a centre-
of-mass energy
√
s = 8 TeV corresponding to an integrated
luminosity of 20.3 fb−1 collected by the ATLAS experiment
at the LHC.
2 The ATLAS detector
The ATLAS detector [14] is a general-purpose particle detec-
tor used to investigate a broad range of physics processes. It
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includes inner tracking devices surrounded by a supercon-
ducting solenoid, electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters
and a muon spectrometer with a toroidal magnetic field. The
inner detector (ID) provides precision tracking of charged
particles with pseudorapidity |η| < 2.5.1 The calorimeter
system covers the pseudorapidity range |η| < 4.9. It is com-
posed of sampling calorimeters with either liquid argon (LAr)
or scintillator tiles as the active media. The muon spectrom-
eter (MS) provides muon identification and measurement for
|η| < 2.7. The ATLAS detector has a three-level trigger sys-
tem to select events for offline analysis.
3 Monte Carlo samples
Simulated event samples are used to define the event selec-
tion and optimize the analysis. Benchmark signal samples
are generated for a range of resonance masses from 300
to 2500 GeV in steps of 100 GeV. The bulk RS G∗ signal
events are generated with CalcHEP [15], using k/M¯Pl = 1.0,
interfaced to Pythia8 [16] to model fragmentation and
hadronization, and the EGM W  signal is generated using
Pythia8 with c = 1. The factorization and renormaliza-
tion scales are set to the generated resonance mass. The
CTEQ6L1 [17] and MSTW2008LO [18] parton distribution
functions (PDFs) are used for the G∗ and W  signal sam-
ples respectively. The W  cross section is normalized to a
next-to-next-to-leading-order (NNLO) calculation inαs from
ZWprod [19].
Simulated event samples are used to model the shape and
normalization of most SM background processes. The main
background sources in the analysis arise from W bosons
produced in association with jets (W + jets), followed by
top-quark and multijet production, with smaller contribu-
tions from dibosons and Z + jets. Production of W and
Z bosons in association with up to five jets is simulated
using Sherpa1.4.1 [20] with the CT10 PDFs [21], where b-
and c-quarks are treated as massive particles. Samples gener-
ated with MC@NLO [22] and interfaced to Herwig [23] for
hadronization and to Jimmy [24] for the underlying event are
used for t t¯ production as well as for single top-quark produc-
tion in the s-channel and the Wt process. The t t¯ cross section
is normalized to the calculation at NNLO in QCD includ-
ing resummation of next-to-next-to-leading logarithmic soft
gluon terms with Top++2.0 [25–31]. Single top-quark pro-
duction in the t-channel is simulated with AcerMC [32]
1 ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the
nominal interaction point (IP) in the centre of the detector and the z-axis
along the beam pipe. The x-axis points from the IP to the centre of the
LHC ring, and the y-axis points upward. Cylindrical coordinates (r, φ)
are used in the transverse plane, φ being the azimuthal angle around the
beam pipe. The pseudorapidity is defined in terms of the polar angle θ
as η = − ln tan(θ/2).
interfaced to Pythia6 [33]. Diboson samples (WW , W Z
and Z Z ) are generated with Herwig and Jimmy.
The effect of multiple pp interactions in the same and
neighbouring bunch crossings (pile-up) is included by over-
laying minimum-bias events simulated withPythia8on each
generated signal and background event. The number of over-
laid events is such that the distribution of the average num-
ber of interactions per pp bunch crossing in the simulation
matches that observed in the data (on average 21 interactions
per bunch crossing). The generated samples are processed
through the Geant4-based detector simulation [34,35] or a
fast simulation using a parameterization of the performance
of the calorimeters and Geant4 for the other parts of the
detector [36], and the standard ATLAS reconstruction soft-
ware used for collision data.
4 Event selection
Events are required to have a vertex with at least three associ-
ated tracks, each with transverse momentum pT > 400 MeV.
The primary vertex is chosen to be the reconstructed vertex
with the largest track

p2T.
The main physics objects used in this analysis are elec-
trons, muons, jets and missing transverse momentum. Elec-
trons are selected from clusters of energy depositions in the
calorimeter that match a track reconstructed in the ID and
satisfy “tight” identification criteria defined in Ref. [37].
The electrons are required to have transverse momentum
pT > 25 GeV and |η| < 2.47, excluding the transition
region between the barrel and endcaps in the LAr calorime-
ter (1.37 < |η| < 1.52). Muons are reconstructed by com-
bining ID and MS tracks that have consistent trajectories
and curvatures [38]. The muon tracks are required to have
pT > 25 GeV and |η| < 2.5. In addition, leptons are required
to be isolated from other tracks and calorimetric activity. The
scalar sum of transverse momenta of tracks with pT > 1 GeV
within R = (η)2 + (φ)2 = 0.2 around the lepton
track is required to be <15 % of the lepton pT. Similarly, the
sum of transverse energy deposits in the calorimeter within a
cone of R = 0.2, excluding the transverse energy from the
lepton and corrected for the expected pile-up contribution, is
required to be <14 % of the lepton pT. In order to ensure that
leptons originate from the interaction point, a requirement of
|d0|/σd0 < 6 (3.5) and |z0 sin θ | < 0.5 mm is imposed on
the electrons (muons), where d0(z0) is the transverse (longi-
tudinal) impact parameter of the lepton with respect to the
reconstructed primary vertex and σd0 is the uncertainty on
the measured d0.
In this analysis, jets are reconstructed from three-
dimensional clusters of energy depositions in the calorimeter
using two different algorithms. The jet constituents are con-
sidered massless. The low-pT hadronically decaying W/Z
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candidates are selected by combining the two highest-pT jets
which are constructed by the anti-kt algorithm [39] with a
distance parameter of R = 0.4. These jets are referred to
as small-R jets and denoted by “ j” hereafter. The energy
of small-R jets is corrected for losses in passive material,
the non-compensating response of the calorimeter, and extra
energy due to multiple pp interactions [40]. The small-R
jets are required to have pT > 30 GeV and |η| < 2.8. For
jets with pT < 50 GeV, the summed scalar pT of associ-
ated tracks from the reconstructed primary vertex is required
to be at least 50 % of the summed scalar pT of all associ-
ated tracks. In the pseudorapidity range |η| < 2.5, jets con-
taining hadrons from b-quarks are identified using the MV1
b-tagging algorithm [41] with an efficiency of 70 %, deter-
mined from t t¯ simulated events, and with a misidentification
rate for selecting light-quark or gluon jets of <1 %.
For high-pT W/Z bosons, such as the ones from a res-
onance with mass above 1 TeV, the hadronically decaying
W/Z candidates are identified using a single large-R jet,
referred to as “J” hereafter. The Cambridge–Aachen jet clus-
tering algorithm [42] with a distance parameter of R = 1.2
is used. This jet algorithm offers the advantage of allow-
ing the usage of a splitting and filtering algorithm similar
to that described in Ref. [43] but optimized for the iden-
tification of highly boosted boson decays. To exploit the
characteristics of the decay of massive bosons into a light-
quark pair, the splitting and filtering algorithm used here
does not impose a mass relation between the large-R jet
and its subjets [44]. The momentum balance is defined as√
yf = min(p j1T , p j2T )R12/m12, where p j1T and p j2T are
the transverse momenta of the two leading subjets, R12 is
their separation and m12 is their invariant mass. To suppress
jets from gluon radiation and splitting,
√
yf is required to
be >0.45. Furthermore, the large-R jets are required to have
pT > 400 GeV and |η| < 2.0.
The missing transverse momentum (with magnitude
EmissT ) is calculated as the negative of the vectorial sum of the
transverse momenta of all electrons, muons, and jets, as well
as calibrated calorimeter energy clusters within |η| < 4.9
that are not associated with any other objects [45].
The data used were recorded by single-electron and single-
muon triggers, which are fully efficient for leptons with
pT > 25 GeV. The analysis selects events that contain exactly
one reconstructed electron or muon matching a lepton trigger
candidate, EmissT > 30 GeV and no b-tagged small-R jets.
The transverse momentum of the neutrino from the leptoni-
cally decaying W boson is assumed to be equal to the missing
transverse momentum. The momentum of the neutrino in the
z-direction, pz , is obtained by imposing the W boson mass
constraint on the lepton and neutrino system, which leads
to a quadratic equation. The pz is defined as either the real
component of the complex solution or the smaller in absolute
value of the two real solutions.
In order to maximize the sensitivity to resonances with dif-
ferent masses, three different optimized sets of selection cri-
teria are used to classify the events according to the pT of the
leptonically decaying W candidate (pνT ) and hadronically
decaying W/Z candidate (p j jT or p
J
T ), namely the “low-pT
resolved region” (LRR), “high-pT resolved region” (HRR)
and “merged region” (MR), where the highly boosted W/Z
decay products are observed as a single merged jet in the
final state. To ensure the orthogonality of the signal regions,
events are assigned exclusively to the first region for which
the criteria are fulfilled, applying sequentially the MR, HRR,
and LRR event selection. The hadronically decaying W/Z
candidate is formed by combining the two small-R jets with
highest pT in the resolved regions and its invariant mass
m j j is required to be between 65 and 105 GeV. In the LRR
(HRR), the event is required to have pνT > 100 (300) GeV,
p j jT > 100 (300) GeV and φ( j, E
miss
T ) > 1, where
φ( j, EmissT ) is the azimuthal angle between the leading jet
and the missing transverse momentum. The HRR addition-
ally requires the two leading jets to have pT > 80 GeV. In
the MR, the large-R jet with the highest pT is selected as the
hadronically decaying W/Z candidate and pνT > 400 GeV
is also imposed. The jet mass of the selected large-R jet
(mJ ) is required to be consistent with a W/Z boson mass
(65 < mJ < 105 GeV) and the azimuthal angle between the
jet and the missing transverse momentum, φ(J, EmissT ), is
required to satisfy φ(J, EmissT ) > 1. The signal acceptance
times efficiency after all selection requirements increases
from about 5 % at mW  = 300 GeV to a plateau of around
25 % for mW  > 500 GeV for W  → W Z → νqq¯ with
 = e, μ, τ .
5 Background estimation
The reconstructed WW/W Z mass, mν j j (mν J ), defined as
the invariant mass of the ν j j (ν J ) system, is used to distin-
guish the signal from the background. The background dis-
tributions from W/Z + jets where W (Z ) decays leptonically
to ν () considering the three lepton flavors, t t¯ , single top-
quark and diboson processes are modelled using simulated
events. The background shape from multijet production is
obtained from an independent data sample that satisfies the
signal selection criteria except for the lepton requirement:
the electrons are required to satisfy a looser identification
criterion (“medium” in Ref. [37]) but not meet the “tight”
selection criteria; the selected muons are required to satisfy
all the selection criteria after inverting the transverse impact
parameter significance cut. The contribution from other pro-
cesses is subtracted from data in the extraction of the multijet
background shape.
The background contributions from t t¯ , single top-quark
and diboson production are normalized to the number of
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background events predicted by simulation. The pT(W ) dis-
tribution in the W + jets simulated sample is corrected
by comparing it to data in the LRR sidebands defined as
40 < m j j < 65 or 105 < m j j < 200 GeV. The normaliza-
tions of the W/Z + jets and multijet background contribu-
tions are derived in a control data sample which is obtained
by requiring the mass of the hadronic W/Z candidate to be
within the mJ (m j j ) sidebands. They are determined from
binned minimum χ2 fits to the EmissT distributions in the
control data samples corresponding to each signal region
and channel separately. The fitted parameters are the nor-
malizations of these two processes. The difference of the
W/Z + jets normalization from the expected background
from simulation ranges between 1 and 18 %.
The multijet background templates were validated in the
electron channel using samples enriched in multijet events,
obtained by inverting the EmissT requirement. The description
of the t t¯ background in simulation was validated in a sample
dominated by top-pair events by requiring at least one b-
tagged small-R jet. Good agreement within uncertainties is
observed between data and expectation in these validation
regions.
6 Systematic uncertainties
The main systematic uncertainty on the background estima-
tion is the uncertainty on the normalization of W/Z + jets
background obtained from the fit described above. This
uncertainty is 3–4 % in the LRR and HRR, and 13–19 %
in the MR. An uncertainty on the shape of the W/Z + jets
background is obtained in the LRR by comparing data and
simulation in the m j j sidebands, leading to an approximately
5 % uncertainty for mν j j < 600 GeV. Due to the low num-
bers of data events in the sidebands for the HRR and MR, the
W + jets shape uncertainty in these regions is evaluated by
comparing a sample of simulated events from Sherpa with a
sample of simulated events from Alpgen [46] interfaced to
Pythia6. The uncertainty in the shape of the t t¯ mass distri-
bution is estimated by comparing a sample from MC@NLO
interfaced to Herwig with a sample from Powheg [47–
49] interfaced to Pythia6. The uncertainty on the shape
of the multijet background is evaluated by using alterna-
tive templates obtained by removing the calorimeter-based
lepton isolation cuts. For the remaining background pro-
cesses, detector-related uncertainties from the small-R jet
energy scale and resolution, large-R jet energy and mass
scale, lepton reconstruction and identification efficiencies,
lepton momentum scales and resolutions, and missing trans-
verse momentum were considered when evaluating possible
systematic effects on the shape or normalization of the back-
ground estimation and are found to have a minor impact. The
large-R jet energy and mass scale uncertainties are evaluated
by comparing the ratio of calorimeter-based to track-based
measurements in dijet data and simulation, and are validated
by in-situ data of high-pT W production in association with
jets.
The dominant uncertainty on the signal arises from initial-
and final-state radiation modelling in Pythia and is <12 %
(6 %) for G∗ (W ). Uncertainties due to the choice of PDFs
are below 1 %.
The uncertainty on the integrated luminosity is ±2.8 %.
It is determined, following the same methodology as that
detailed in Ref. [50], from a calibration of the luminos-
ity scale derived from beam-separation scans performed in
November 2012.
7 Results and interpretation
Table 1 shows the number of events predicted and observed
in each signal region. The reconstructed mν j j (mν J ) distri-
butions for data and predicted background events as well as
selected benchmark signal models in the three signal regions
are shown in Fig. 1 for the combined electron and muon
channels. Good agreement is observed between the data and
the background prediction. In the absence of a significant
excess, the result is interpreted as 95 % confidence level (CL)
upper limits on the production cross section times branch-
ing ratio for the G∗ and W  models. These upper limits
are determined with the CLs modified frequentist formal-
ism [51] with a profile-likelihood test statistic [52]. The test
statistic is evaluated with a maximum-likelihood fit of sig-
nal models and background predictions to the reconstructed
mν j j (mν J ) spectra. Systematic uncertainties are taken into
account as nuisance parameters with Gaussian sampling dis-
tributions. For each source of systematic uncertainty, the
Table 1 Event yields in signal regions for data, predicted background
contributions, and G∗ and W  signals. Errors are shown before the fit to
the data. The errors on the total background and total signal correspond
to the full statistical and systematic uncertainty, while the errors on each
background component include the full systematic uncertainty only. The
G∗ and W  signal hypotheses correspond to resonance masses of 400,
800 and 1200 GeV for the LRR, HRR, and MR selections, respectively
Sample LRR HRR MR
W/Z + jets 104800 ± 1600 415 ± 10 180 ± 20
t t¯ + single top 37700 ± 1600 271 ± 13 42 ± 7
Multijet 13500 ± 500 84 ± 9 29.3 ± 2.9
Diboson 5500 ± 270 96 ± 6 43 ± 7
Total 161500 ± 2300 870 ± 40 295 ± 22
Data 157837 801 323
G∗ signal 7000 ± 500 36 ± 6 5.5 ± 2.3
W  signal 6800 ± 600 318 ± 21 70 ± 4
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Fig. 1 Reconstructed mass distributions in data and the predicted back-
grounds in the three kinematic regions referred to in the text as the low-
pT resolved region (top left), high-pT resolved region (top right) and
merged region (bottom). G∗ and W  signal hypotheses of masses 400,
800 and 1200 GeV are also shown. The band denotes the statistical and
systematic uncertainty on the background before the fit to the data. The
lower panels show the ratio of data to the SM background estimate
correlations across bins and between different kinematic
regions, as well as those between signal and background,
are taken into account. The likelihood fit is performed for
signal pole masses between 300 and 800 GeV for the LRR,
600–1000 GeV for the HRR and 800–2000 GeV for the MR.
Overlapping regions are fit simultaneously. Figure 2 shows
95 % CL upper limits on the production cross section multi-
plied by the branching fraction into WW (W Z ) for the bulk
RS G∗ (EGM W ) as a function of the resonance pole mass.
The theoretical predictions for the EGM W  with a scale
factor c = 1 and the bulk RS G∗ with coupling constant
k/M¯Pl = 1, shown in the figure, allow observed lower mass
limits of 1490 GeV for the W  and 700 GeV for the G∗ to be
extracted.
8 Summary
A search for WW and W Z resonances decaying to a lep-
ton, neutrino and jets is presented in this paper. The search
is performed using an integrated luminosity of 20.3 fb−1 of
pp collisions at
√
s = 8 TeV collected by the ATLAS detec-
tor at the LHC. A set of event selections for bulk RS G∗
and EGM W  boson signal is derived using simulated events
and applied to the data. No evidence for resonant diboson
production is observed and 95 % CL upper limits on the
production cross section times branching fraction of G∗ and
W  are determined. Resonance masses below 700 GeV are
excluded for the spin-2 RS graviton G∗ and masses below
1490 GeV are excluded for the spin-1 EGM W  boson at
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Fig. 2 Observed and expected 95 % CL upper limits on the cross sec-
tion times branching fraction as a function of the resonance pole mass for
the G∗ (top) and EGM W  (bottom). The LO (NNLO) theoretical cross
section for the G∗ (EGM W ) production is also shown. The inner and
outer bands around the expected limits represent ±1σ and ±2σ vari-
ations respectively. The band around the W  cross section corresponds
to the NNLO theory uncertainty
95 % CL. The analysis also sets the most stringent limits
to date on the production cross section for W -like reso-
nances decaying to W Z with masses around 2 TeV, where
σ(pp → W ) × BR(W  → W Z) values of 9.6 fb are
excluded. The results represent a significant improvement
over previously reported limits [11] in the same final state
due to an increased data set size and the development of
new techniques to analyse highly boosted bosons that decay
hadronically.
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